The concept of French laïcité is briefly examined infra in Section 2 for comparative purposes. The concept of religious freedom in the United States is briefly examined infra in Section 3 for comparative purposes. For a more in-depth analysis and explanation of religious freedom in the United States, see id. The United States (religious freedom) and France (laïcité) boast two of the world's oldest and clearly defined/integrated frameworks for separation of church and states. Furthermore, most other nonestablishment countries (countries that do not have an established religion) have developed and employed models for separation of church and state patterned after either the French model or the U.S. model. Thus, this paper summarizes the development and function of French laïcité and United States Religious Freedom for descriptive purposes, in order to provide a context for understanding religious liberty in Brazil.
A&C -R. de Dir. Adm. Const. | Belo Horizonte, ano 18, n. 71, p. 13-54, jan./mar. 2018. DOI: 10.21056/aec.v18i71. 935 constitutional and statutory protections of religion. 4 It also recognizes numerous international conventions that, having been ratified by both houses of the Brazilian Congress, have the authority of constitutional amendments. 5 Brazil's distinct brand of religious liberty truly "is exceptional." 6 Indeed, Brazil is an example to the world: "Among the 26 most populous countries, Brazil has the lowest restrictions on religious freedom of them all." 7 In fact, the Brazilian government places fewer restrictions upon religion than the United Kingdom or the United States. 8 The government's commitment to religious liberty is particularly admirable considering the extreme amount of religious shifting in Brazil 9 -much of it "from Roman Catholicism to highly active and conservative forms of Pentecostalism as well as many Protestant and other minority denominations" 10 -as the country becomes increasingly more pluralistic and the Catholic Church (Brazil's majority faith which was previously the State religion) decreases in power and influence. On the other hand, the fact that Brazil's current Federal Constitution, ratified in 1988, was adopted after the Catholic Church promulgated Dignitatis Humanae
11
-a "clear and unequivocal" declaration of a more open stance toward religious freedomin 1965, is "[p]erhaps one of the greatest contributing factors to the peaceful navigation of the past decades of religious change." 12 Nevertheless, religious liberty in Brazil is not without its challenges. Although the government works extremely hard to promote and defend religious liberty, 13 data from numerous studies demonstrates a dramatic increase over the last decade in the number of social hostilities directed toward people of faith.
14 For 4 Brazil's constitutional and statutory protections of religious liberty are examined infra in Sections 4.3 and 4.5, respectively. Id.
8
Id.
9
See infra Sections 4.1 & 4.2 for a summary of the development of pluralism and religious liberty in Brazil. 10 GRIM, supra note 6. 11 PAUL VI, Declaration Dignitatis Humanae. Dec. 7, 1965 [hereinafter Dignitatis Humanae], <http:// www.vatican.va/archive/hist_councils/ii-vatican_council/documents/vat-ii_decl_19651207_dignitatis-humanae-en.html> (establishing the Catholic Church's position that people "should act on their own judgment, enjoying and making use of a responsible freedom, not driven by coercion but motivated by a sense of duty"). 12 GRIM, supra note 6. 13 2016 REPORT, supra note 1. 14 example, in 2007, the first year that Pew Research collected data on restrictions of religion, Brazil's score on the social hostilities scale was only 0.8. 15 In 2014 (the most recent year for which data are available), Brazil scored a 3.5 on the social hostilities scale. 16 In less than a decade, Brazil has moved from an extremely low classification in Pew's social hostility index demonstrating minimal public manifestations of religious intolerance, to a high classification in the social hostility index demonstrating considerable public manifestations of religious intolerance. 17 Thus, while Brazil is an example to the world with regard to minimal governmental restrictions on religious liberty, the country has considerable room for improvement in the realm of social hostilities and religious intolerance. Brazil's Federal Government is well aware of "the growing religious intolerance that has increasingly occupied the national scene in recent years."
18 So too are Brazilian citizens. 19 Section 2 of this paper describes the historical roots of French laïcité, while Section 3 examines the historical roots of religious freedom in the United States. Section 4 explores the development of Brazil's distinct brand of religious liberty in comparison to the French and U.S. systems, and highlights the various governmental protections of religious liberty in Brazil. By contrast, Section 5 exposes the growth of social hostilities toward religious groups in Brazil and examines several specific examples of such hostilities. Section 6 analyzes both government and grassroots efforts to turn back the rising tide of religious intolerance in Brazil; it also offers some suggestions of other steps the government might take to decrease social hostilities. Section 7 concludes the paper.
French laïcité
In France, laïcité is a term used "to summarize prevailing beliefs regarding the proper relationship between religion and the French state." 20 The current French constitution, ratified in 1958, states: "France is a Republic that is indivisible, laïc, democratic, and social. France assures the equality before the law of all its citizens 15 PEW, supra note 14 (This score represents and extremely low number of social hostilities-only Japan scored lower than Brazil among the 25 most populous counties.). 16 PEW, supra note 14 (Interestingly, Brazil's score of 3.5 represents more social hostility than countries like South Africa (2.4), Ethiopia (3.2), Vietnam (2.7), and China (3.3); but, less than countries like France (5.4), the United Kingdom (4.4), and the United States (5.2). As was previously noted, all of these countries score higher than Brazil in terms of government restrictions of religion). 17 Current examples of social hostilities and religious intolerance in Brazil are examined in detail infra in Section 5. 18 2016 REPORT, supra note 1, at 8-9. 19 See, e.g., COMMISSION without any distinction based on origin, race, or religion. It respects all beliefs." 21 "At its core, [laïcité] represents a commitment that the state will be secular; that is, it will be 'lay' rather than confessional, while still respecting freedom of religion or belief."
22
The most common English translation for laïcité is "secularism;" however, such a simple translation hardly does the term justice as it "is difficult to define and almost impossible to translate." 23 Perhaps laïcité, which "connotes a strong separation of church and state," is best understood in its historic context, having "evolved over the past two centuries since the French Revolution." 24 To a great extent, the modern notion of laïcité developed during three historical movements in France: (1) the Enlightenment, (2) the French Revolution, and (2) the Third Republic. 25 The French Enlightenment, which marked the beginning of the modern era in France, rejected the importance of religion in society.
26 "Voltaire viciously attacked the Catholic Church," referring to it as "the vile one" that must be "crush [ed] ." 27 Rousseau suggested replacing confessional religion with a "civil religion" containing dogmas of morality and fraternal duties. 28 And the French Declaration of the Rights of Man and Citizen (French Declaration), penned in 1789, set forth the "natural, unalienable, and sacred rights of man... in the presence and under the auspices of the Supreme Being...." 29 Notice that the French Declaration does not describe these rights as coming from God; rather, it is the Assembly that delineated these rights with the Supreme Being looking on as "sort of an honored but passive figure presiding over [ expressed with far less tolerance and far more hostility.
32 Indeed, the French Left's strong animosity and "anticlerical attitudes toward the Catholic Church" 33 were manifest through consistent persecution, much of it violent and even murderous.
34
The Revolution so thoroughly debilitated the Catholic Church in France that " [f] rom the start of the nineteenth century ... civil law [in France] no longer depended on religious dictates." France continued to experience conflict throughout the entire nineteenth century, as the country was torn between two "competing conceptions of citizenship."
35 "Some wanted Catholicism to be the 'soul' of France, the heart of its national identity; others insisted that modern France had to establish itself only upon 'the principles of 1789' ... to which religions would have to submit themselves."
36 During the 1870s, partisans attempted to restore power to the monarchy; however, their failure left Republicans in power, marking the beginning of the Third Republic. The power obtained by the Third Republic "was problematic, and in order to govern with any degree of durability Republicans were forced to reduce the social influence of the Catholic Church, whose militant leaders ... were opposed to the Republic." 38 The Third Republic used far less violent (but no less effective) means than those used by the First Republic to diminish the influence of the Catholic Church. 39 In the 1880s, the Third Republic abolished Catholic supervision of elementary schools and created lay schools.
40 "[C]ourses in religious and moral 32 Id. 33 GUNN, supra note 2, at 420, n. 2. 34 Id. at 433-437 (For example, the Republic seized and sold "significant amounts of former church property," and issued numerous decrees that "completely reorganized the internal structure of the Catholic dioceses in France. . . ." issenting individuals and congregations"f religious minorities in the United States, .us beliefs of any kind shall have no civiIn 1790, the Constitutional Assembly "adopted a new law requiring all clergy to take an oath of loyalty to the state" within one week's time or they would be immediately replaced. As a result of this decree, approximately thirty to forty thousand clergy fled France while many others were hunted and imprisoned. In September of 1972, Parisians stormed the prisons "that housed the reputed enemies of the Republic." In riots that lasted for over a week, "between 1,000 and 1,500 of the inmates, including many church officials" were murdered. "During the following two years, hundreds [more] clergy and nuns were murdered ... throughout France, and perhaps as many as 40,000 emigrated." Additionally, an astounding number of religious treasures "were looted and destroyed, including the Third Abbey Church at Cluny.") (emphasis in original). 35 BAUBÉROT, supra note 22, at 443. 36 Id. 37 Id. 38 Id. 39 See GUNN, supra note 2, 440-441 (For example, an 1880 decree suppressed the Jesuits. Another 1880 decree "required all 'unauthorized' religious congregations to apply for legal recognition within three months." This law was used to close 261 religious institutions and exile between 5,000 and 10,000 monks. In 1901, the Third Republic passed the Law on Association which "required all 'religious congregations' ... to apply for authorization ... Any congregation not receiving parliamentary approval would be 'outside the law' and subject to confiscation." In the four years following the passage of this law, parliament used the law to close hundreds of congregations and "several thousand monks and nuns sought exile outside of France."). 40 BAUBÉROT, supra note 22, at 444. France in the area of fundamental human rights merely scratches the surface to understanding why France and the United States take nearly opposite approaches to maintaining peaceful relations between religion, the state, and society. 60 An examination of the historical development of religious freedom in the United States provides a much deeper understanding.
"Many of our Nation's founders fled religious persecution abroad, cherishing in their hearts and minds the ideal of religious freedom." 61 These "dissenting individuals and congregations" came to the new world "to escape religious persecution in Europe and to express their own religious convictions." 62 They weren't exactly seeking "religious freedom for all[;]" rather, they desired the freedom to put off the established state religions of their home countries and practice "their own particular kind of religion." 63 Consequently, "[i]nstances of persecution and intolerance" abounded during the colonial years. 64 However, unlike the French revolutionaries' violent rebellion against the control and influence of the dominant Catholic Church, 65 religious persecution in the American colonies arose out of diversity and religious pluralism. 66 And "[b]y the time of the [American] Revolution," this pluralistic environment had fostered a substantial opposition to "establishment and religious oppression." 67 Thus, Thomas Jefferson could safely invoke the name of God in The Declaration of Independence without suggesting an allegiance to any particular denomination or religion. 68 By the end of the Revolution, "[t]he memory of the great religious wars that marked the previous centuries in Europe and the long religious persecution and intolerance of dissenting religious groups in England were fresh in the minds of the colonists." 69 In the years following the Revolution, concurrent to the failed political experiment that was the Articles of Confederation, a Second Great Awakening swept the country, "increasing individual conversion and personal commitment to break the ties between religion and nationality." 70 Thus, when it came time to establish the Constitution in 1787, "the issue of religion and its role in government was current and pressing." 71 One of most prevalent concerns among Constitutional Convention delegates was "the absence of a strong guarantee of individual and corporate rights, among which the right to religious liberty would be paramount." 72 To assuage these concerns, when Congress drafted the Bill of Rights (ratified in 1791), its first words were these: "Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free exercise thereof ... ." 73 These two phrases, the "Establishment Clause" and the "Free Exercise Clause," established religious liberty as "the first of the enumerated rights in our Constitution." 74 Accordingly, religious liberty has come to be "known as 'the first freedom[]' because the founders believed it to be the lynchpin of democracy and the other fundamental human rights."
75
"In a sense, this first freedom arose out of the first civil rights movement of the new American Republic, spearheaded by the organized resistance of the disenfranchised churches-the Baptists, Quakers, Presbyterians, and Catholicsagainst ratification of the federal Constitution without the guarantee of religious freedom." 76 Thus, a clear separation of church and state was instituted in the United States while the American Republic was in its infancy. And because religious freedom was established "rapidly and in a relatively peaceful way," 77 the government maintained a peaceful and accommodating posture toward religion, allowing religion to play an integral role in "the emergence of modernity" in the United States. 78 In this way, "[t]he right to freedom of religion undergirds the very origin and existence of the United States. ... From its birth to this day, the United States has prized this legacy of religious freedom ... ." 79 And although preserving religious freedom in the United States has not been without its challenges, 80 in stark contrast to France, American society remains "highly religious."
81 Furthermore, even though the U.S. Constitution "declares a separation between the political sphere and the religious sphere, ... religion influences and interferes in the most important public debates."
82 That is because since the First Amendment was ratified in 1791 it has been fundamental to our American culture that the enforcement of religious belief is not a legitimate concern of the civil government.
Essential to the First Amendment's guarantee is the right of the churches and other religious organizations to be free of oppression by the federal government ... . Similarly essential is the guarantee that religious beliefs of any kind shall have no civil effects, either adverse or beneficial, in the lives of individuals and organizations.
83
In summary, whereas French laïcité "often bears the connotation of the state protecting citizens from the excesses of religion," 84 to the point that it "might imply suspicion (or perhaps even hostility) toward religion," 85 the idea of religious freedom in the United States "suggests that the state wishes to embrace religion fully," 86 providing citizens the freedom to exercise their religion both in private and in public without fear of interference from the state. 88 professing a type of secularism that suggests the government maintains an attitude toward religion similar to that of French laïcité, in practice, the interaction between government, religion, and society in Brazil more closely resembles religious freedom in the United States. Perhaps this can be attributed to the fact that Brazil's distinct brand of religious liberty developed in a way more similar to religious freedom in the United States than laïcité in France. It is true that Brazil, like France, is a Catholic majority country. Brazil even recognized Catholicism as the state religion for much of its history. Nevertheless, Brazil's Federal Constitution was drafted in an environment of deeply rooted religious pluralism, and intended to serve as the governing document to an extremely pluralistic country. Furthermore, the Federal Constitution was established after the Catholic Church's substantial change in policy regarding religious liberty under Vatican II, evidenced in Dignitatis Humanae, 89 negating the necessity for any type of open rebellion against the Catholic Church in Brazil. Ultimately, the invocation of God's name in the preamble of the Federal Constitution, together with the existence numerous constitutional provisions, international treaties, and statutory provisions protecting religious liberty, demonstrates that Brazil, despite professing to be a lay state, embraces religion much like the United States and diligently seeks to protect religious expression and free exercise both in private and in public.
Historical development of pluralism and religious liberty in Brazil
Brazil has a rich and complex history of diversity and pluralism, with periods and episodes of significant religious tolerance as well as periods and episodes of significant religious intolerance. 
90
With the arrival of the Portuguese came Jesuit missionaries from the Catholic Church. 91 Because the natives followed "religious traditions and rituals that explored the forces of nature and honored the spirits of ancestors, [they] presented a cosmological vision that was considered inferior and profane to Europeans, a vision that was consequently intolerable." In fact, like any other non-Catholic religion, the native's religion was demonized by the Portuguese. They made concerted efforts to convert the natives to Catholicism, and over time the majority of native religions disappeared from Brazil. 92 Brazil's 2010 Census reports an indigenous population of only 896,917. 93 Interestingly, just a few short decades after the arrival of the Portuguese and the Catholics, many minority religious groups began coming to Brazil. 94 Despite the existence of the Catholic Inquisition, which was active in Brazil from 1536 until 1821, 95 these minority religious groups achieved some measure of peace in the vast country for brief periods of time and Brazil slowly became more and more pluralistic. 96 The first Lutherans arrived in Brazil in 1532, and a colony of Protestant Huguenots was formed in 1555. 97 The first Jewish synagogue in all of the Americas was established in Recife, Brazil in 1636; and, by 1644, the total number of Jewish immigrants in Brazil had already reached 1,450.
98
Forced migrations also spurred the growth of pluralism in Brazil. The African slave trade began in Brazil in the early sixteenth century. 99 Over five million Africans were brought to Brazil against their will during the approximately 200 years of the slave trade. 100 These African slaves believed in peculiar tribal religions; thus, as occurred with all those who did not follow Catholicism, "they were not permitted to practice their traditional religious beliefs."
101 Ironically, Brazilian religions of African origin that have been so persecuted throughout the centuries, and continue to be 90 2016 REPORT, supra note 1, at 11. 91 Id. 92 Id. (The colonizers used other strategies to enslave and exploit the natives, such as barter, violence, and transmission of disease, that resulted in the destruction of many native cultures in Brazil.). 93 Id. 94 Id. at 11-15. 95 Id. at 11, 13 (During the two and a half centuries that the inquisition was active in Brazil, "approximately 25,000 people were charged with various accusations, a 1,500 were condemned to death.). 96 Id. at 11. 97 Id. (The Huguenots were expelled by the Portuguese in 1560, but they returned in 1630 and established the Reformed Dutch Church in northern Brazil.). 98 Id. at 13 (The Jewish community flourished in northern Brazil during a brief period of Dutch occupation from 1630 to 1654; however, when the Dutch were expelled, the Jews lost their protection from the Catholic inquisition.). 99 Id. 100 Id. 101 Id.
persecuted today, over time adopted various elements of Catholicism. Islam also arrived in Brazil by way of the slave trade in the eighteenth century.
102
European immigrants arriving in Brazil in the early nineteenth century brought with them "different ideas about liberty and equality that were flourishing in modern Europe."
103 During this time, Protestantism was reborn in Brazil. Nevertheless, it wasn't until 1824, when Brazil gained its independence and the Imperial Constitution was established, that certain forms of religious liberty were granted to non-Catholics-Catholicism still remained the official State religion. 104 With religious liberty a possibility in Brazil, religious immigrants began to arrive in droves in the latter part of the nineteenth century. 105 Nevertheless, in this context of intensifying diversity, "Anglicans, German reformers, Presbyterians, Baptists, Adventists, Jews, Africans, and Natives continued to live together in a territory where being Brazilian meant being Catholic."
106 They suffered many persecutions "veiled or condoned by the State," making it difficult to more thoroughly establish their religious traditions in nineteenth century Brazil. A sense of the dignity of the human person has been impressing itself more and more deeply on the consciousness of contemporary man, and the demand is increasingly made that men should act on their own judgment, enjoying and making use of a responsible freedom, not driven by coercion by motivated by a sense of duty.
114
The declaration also established that "all men are bound to seek the truth, especially in what concerns God and his Church, and to embrace the truth they come to know, and to hold fast to it."
115 Thus, Dignitatis Humanae was central in transforming the Catholic Church of the early twentieth century, perhaps "the most powerful institution on earth opposed to religious freedom,"
116 into the Catholic Church of the late twentieth century and present day, "quite possibly ... the most influential institution on earth in defense of religious freedom."
117 This shift in the Catholic Church's philosophical stance with respect to religious liberty is significant 118 because it provided an avenue for both pluralism and religious liberty to blossom in Brazil, not in opposition to the Catholic Church (as was the case in France), but with the blessing of the Catholic Church.
The government also implicitly signified its support for religious liberty in the pluralistic environment of mid-twentieth-century Brazil. From the 1930s to the 1980s, Brazil transitioned between numerous populist and military governments, as well as a dictatorship, and saw four different constitutions. 119 Yet, each of these constitutions invoked the name of God in its preamble, and each of these constitutions declared a separation of church and state. 120 Thus, by the time Brazil's current Federal Constitution was established in 1988, a rich environment of religious pluralism, the decreasing influence of the Catholic Church, and a political commitment to religious liberty united to create a brand of religious liberty that is uniquely Brazilian. 118 Id. ("Two hundred (or even one hundred) years ago, if you asked, "What is the most powerful institution on earth opposed to religious freedom?" the answer may well have been, "The Catholic Church." If you asked the inverse question today, you might well identify the Catholic Church as the most influential institution on earth that is a defender of religious freedom. This transformation is one of the most interesting subplots in the history of the emergence of freedom of thought, conscience, and belief as a fundamental human right. Dignitatis Humanae is at the center of that drama."). 119 The Invocation of God's Name, supra note 1, at 89. 120 Id. Thus, Brazil's constitution was sent forth to the people "under the protection of God." And even though the invocation of God's name in the Federal Constitution contains no normative power, its symbolic power is substantial and undeniable. 123 One Brazilian legal scholar aptly stated: "The fact that the Federal Constitution invokes the name of God in its opening and does not make any mention of the concept of secularism or a lay State, even though it guarantees the formal separation of church and State, is not without significance."
124 He continued:
[T]he preamble is a symbolic place par excellence, where the nation is explicitly defined. Instead, it "will necessarily seek an external manifestation which ... demands an apparatus, a ritual, a solemnity, even if the manifestation of thought does not necessarily require such."
143 Fortunately, the Brazilian federal government is committed to protecting religious liberty and eliminating religious intolerance, as demonstrated by the numerous constitutional provisions, international conventions, and statutory provisions described in Sections 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5 below.
Constitutional provisions that guarantee religious liberty
Brazil's constitution establishes the "promot[ion] of the well-being of all, without prejudice as to origin, race, sex, color, age, and any other forms of discrimination" as one of the "fundamental objectives of the Federative Republic of Brazil."
144 Article 5, which establishes basic and fundamental human rights, declares in part:
All persons are equal before the law, without any distinction whatsoever, Brazilians and foreigners residing in the country being ensured of inviolability of the right to life, to liberty, to equality, to security and to property, on the following terms:
.... VI. freedom of conscience and belief is inviolable, the free exercise of religious sects being ensured and, under the terms of the law, the protection of places of worship and their rites being guaranteed;
VII. under the terms of the law, the rendering of religious assistance in civil and military establishments of collective confinement is ensured; VIII. no one shall be deprived of any rights by reason of religious belief or philosophical or political conviction, unless he invokes it to exempt 140 Id. at 1-2. 141 Id. at 1. 142 himself from a legal obligation required of all and refuses to perform an alternative obligation established by law ... .
145
Notice that clause 6 is similar to the "Free Exercise Clause" found in the United States Constitution, 146 except that Brazil has framed "the free exercise of religious sects" as a positive right that the government must ensure, 147 rather than a negative right upon which the government must not infringe. Clause 6 also guarantees "freedom of conscience and belief" and state "protection of places of worship."
148 Clause 7 guarantees "religious assistance" to prisoners. 149 As if the guarantees in clause 6 and 7 were insufficient, clause 8 establishes that "religious belief" cannot be used as a basis for the deprivation of any other rights.
150
Clause 41 of Article V goes one step further still, guaranteeing that "[t]he law shall punish any discrimination against fundamental rights and freedom."
151 As Brazil is a civil law country, the various forms of discrimination against fundamental rights and freedom, as well as the corresponding punishments for engaging in prohibited acts, are set forth in the civil and penal codes. Section 4.5 below explores in detail various statutory provisions set forth to protect religious liberty in Brazil.
152
Brazil's Federal Constitution also contains a provision similar to the "Establishment Clause" of the United States Constitution. 153 Article 19 declares that the Union, the States, the Federal District, and the Municipalities are forbidden from "[e]stablishing religious sects or churches, subsidizing them, hindering their activities, or maintaining relationships of dependence or alliance with them or their representatives, with the exception of collaboration in the public interest, as provided by law." 154 Notice that Article 19 applies to all levels of the government, not just the federal government. In addition to prohibiting the government from establishing any religion, Article 19 also forbids government subsidy of, hindrance of, dependence on, and allegiance with religious groups. 155 Perhaps it is this clause that leads many Brazilian scholars to argue that the Brazilian government should maintain a stricter separation between church and state (similar to French laïcité). 
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BRAZIL REPORT supra note 14 (Unfortunately, "neither the constitution nor legislation defines the parameters" of how this religious education is to be provided; however, the law does provide that "the instruction should be nondenominational and without proselytizing, with alternative instruction for students who do not want to participate." Brazil has experienced numerous challenges and inconsistencies with the implementation of optional religious education in public schools: "49 percent of schools considered it a mandatory subject and approximately 80 percent did not offer alternatives or opt-out options, according to a survey of school directors by QEdu, a domestic nonprofit organization providing information on education.").
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International conventions that establish religious liberty
In addition to the constitutional provisions that guarantee religious liberty as outlined in the previous section, Brazil also recognizes several international conventions that protect fundamental human rights. 164 These international conventions have the same authority as constitutional amendments, having been ratified by both houses of the Brazilian Congress. 165 Perhaps the most well-known of these international conventions is the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948) (hereinafter Universal Declaration). Article 18 declares: "Everyone has the right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion; this right includes freedom to change his religion or belief, and freedom, either alone or in community with others and in public or private, to manifest his religion or belief in teaching, practice, worship and observance." 166 Many of the elements of Article 18 of the Universal Declaration are contained in the Federal Constitution; however, the "freedom to change [one's] religion or belief" and the freedom to "manifest [one's] religion or belief" both in public and in private are concepts not explicitly stated in Brazil's constitution. Brazil embraces these principles in theory and in practice. As was explained in Section 4.2 above, Brazil has experienced substantial levels of "religious switching" over the past two decades; nevertheless, a PEW research study "finds that there have been no reported incidents of hostility over conversions or proselytism." 167 This is truly remarkable for such a pluralistic society. The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (1966) 168 (hereinafter International Covenant) and the American Convention on Human Rights "Pact of San Jose, Costa Rica" (1969) 169 (hereinafter American Convention) also have constitutional force in Brazil. Article 18 of the International Covenant is similar to Article 18 of the Universal Declaration, only it refers to a "freedom to have or to adopt a religion," 170 174 Brazil's ratification of these three international conventions, 175 and the fact that they have constitutional force, demonstrates the country's deep commitment to religious liberty and all fundamental human rights.
Statutory protections of religious liberty
Brazil is a civil law country; therefore, Brazilian law is based on statutes. faith free from any contradiction from public or private acts." 179 Article 3 reiterates that this law "applies not only to individuals, but also to churches, associations, and institutions," providing both individuals and churches "the right to organize themselves and live collectively."
180
Article 5 is also a key provision of Decree Number 119-A. It recognizes all churches and religious organizations have "legal personality," thereby providing individual rights to religious organizations and permitting them to "acquire ... and administer" goods and property. 181 This idea of "legal personality" is essential to the ability of religious organizations to operate independently. Its broad application was clarified in 2003, when the legislature passed Federal Law Number 10,825 (which amended Article 44 of the Civil Code) in order to recognize "religious organizations" as "legal persons with private rights."
182 Section 1 further provides that religious organizations can be freely created, organized, and managed, and "prohibits any public power from denying [religious organizations]" official recognition or the registration of their charters.
183
Several federal statutes also delineate the various forms of discrimination against fundamental rights and freedom, as well as the corresponding punishments for engaging in such prohibited acts. 184 For over seventy-five years, various types of public acts against religious individuals and organizations have been criminalized under Article 208 of the Penal Code (Decree-Law 2,848). 185 Public mockery of someone because of their religious beliefs, public mockery of any religious object or symbol, public mockery of any religious observance, and impeding or disturbing a religious ceremony or practice (public or private) all constitute felony offenses punishable by a fine as well as one month to one year in prison. 186 Unfortunately, these laws do not guarantee minimal religious intolerance and violence in Brazil. "Throughout centuries of occupation [and now as a democratic republic], Brazil has been harboring religions whose borders touch and advance one over the other, in a notorious syncretism between doctrines, traditions, and rites."
202 Thus, it should come as no surprise that, even though Brazil is in many ways an example of religious tolerance to the world-particularly in the realm of minimal governmental restrictions-there is still much work to be done in order to encourage true religious liberty in the public sphere and discourage religious intolerance and persecution.
Social hostilities and religious intolerance in Brazil
As has been shown, the Brazilian government places virtually no restrictions on religious expression in private or in public, 203 and it is extraordinarily committed to preventing religious intolerance and violence. 204 Nevertheless, Brazil experiences a relatively high level of social hostilities and religious intolerance. 205 In the introduction to a 2016 Report on Religious Violence and Intolerance in Brazil [hereinafter 2016 Report], a special human rights commission declared: "Although the Federal Constitution clearly and unequivocally protects religious freedom, the phenomenon of religious violence and intolerance still reveals itself as a challenge of living in a pluralistic society and a barrier to the full realization of religious liberty in Brazil." 206 The commission collected national data from 2011 to 2015, and recognizes "the growing religious intolerance that has increasingly occupied the national scene in recent years." 207 For example, victims of religious intolerance can contact the Secretariat of Human Rights hotline. 208 In 2011, the hotline's first year of operation, 209 it received only 15 calls. 210 That number increased to 109 calls in 2012. 211 Reports of religious intolerance increased only slightly from 2012 to 2014. However, in 2015, the hotline "registered 252 reports of religious discrimination related to cases of religious intolerance, a 70% increase from 2014." 212 In some Most often, these verbal attacks came from Pentecostals or Neo-Pentecostals who were none too pleased with my proselyting efforts and wanted to make sure that I knew how they felt about the LDS Church. I also witnessed a clear prejudice on the part of many Pentecostals, Neo-Pentecostals, Catholics, Evangelicals, and other Christians toward religious groups of African origin. I cannot begin to count the number of times I heard disparaging remarks with respect to these religious groups. However, I never witnessed an act of religious intolerance openly directed toward a practitioner of Candomblé or Umbanda-all of the discriminatory behavior I witnessed was the expression of negative stereotypes in conversations with members of other religions when practitioners of these African religions were not present. The data related in this section seem to suggest that religious discrimination and intolerance toward these African religions has become far more overt. though the majority of these African Brazilians do not practice religions of African origin, 219 they are still susceptible to misplaced discrimination and prejudice. In 2007, Edward Telles reported in the UN Chronicle that "non-whites [in Brazil] are major victims of human rights abuse, including widespread police violence." 220 He continued: "Most discrimination in Brazil is subtle and includes slights, aggressions, and numerous other informal practices .... Even though Brazil's antiracism [and anti-religious intolerance] laws target such incidents, which have long been considered un-Brazilian," various forms of discrimination still remain. 221 Unfortunately, more overt crimes of religious intolerance are becoming increasingly common in Brazil. In January 2012, Luiza Barros, the cabinet secretary responsible for the promotion of racial equality, declared that "attacks against religions of African origin have reached an insupportable level. 'The worst is not simply the large number [of attacks], but the gravity of the cases. These are physical aggressions, threats of depredation of homes and communities. We aren't only disputing religion [;] we are also disputing civilizational values.'" 222 The following analysis describes several of the more overt and widely-reported incidents of religious intolerance of the past few years.
Evangelical drug traffickers control Rio de Janeiro's favelas
Drug traffickers control the favela (a Brazilian slum), Morro do Amor, in Rio de Janeiro. 223 After the traffickers converted to various evangelical faiths, they started persecuting those who practice Candomblé, a religious sect of African origin. 224 The drug traffickers would not permit the Candomblé practitioners to maintain terreiros (areas where practitioners of Candomblé worship) within the neighborhood, use religious symbols, or even wear white clothing (a traditional symbol of those who practice Candomblé). 225 One woman recounted how she had to leave the neighborhood to worship because all of the terreiros had been forced out. 226 She had to wear normal clothing as she walked through the neighborhood on her way to worship, taking her white garments with her in her handbag, because she was afraid the traffickers would identify her as a Candomblé worshiper. 227 On one particular day, she accidently placed her white clothing on her outdoor clothesline to dry.
228 "The next week, she left the neighborhood, expelled by the bandits, never to return" because of the serious threats they levied against her. 229 She is just one of many who have been expelled from Morro do Amor, including at least forty religious leaders.
230
Similar religious persecution occurs in another slum (controlled by a rival gang) thirteen kilometers away. 231 When one religious leader tried to organize a small congregation, she was informed by a neighbor that her religion was prohibited from performing religious offerings and other ceremonies in the neighborhood.
232
She tried to stay in the neighborhood, just to visit and counsel with other members of her faith, but she was forced out. 233 In a third neighborhood, the leader of the drug cartel that controls the favela openly brags about how he converted to Christianity. 234 The name of Jesus Christ is tattooed on his forearm and numerous walls in the neighborhood are inscribed with Biblical phrases; however, the ten different Candomblé congregations that existed before his conversion have all been expelled. 235 At the time of this report in September 2013, many allegations of religious intolerance and racial discrimination had been brought before the State Counsel for Black Rights (tasked with enforcing Law Number 12,288); however, nothing had changed. 236 That's because "armed intolerance can only be conquered with the arrival of the State in such locations, with Peacekeeping Police Units." 237 Unfortunately, these units are not being deployed. 
Young girl attacked because she practices Candomblé
In June 2015, an 11-year-old girl and several other practitioners of Candomblé were the victims of religious intolerance in a Rio de Janeiro suburb. 239 assaulted as they were leaving a Candomblé religious service led by the girl's grandmother. 240 The group of worshipers was peacefully heading home when two men, who likely identified the group by their traditional white clothing and proximity to the terreiro, started to insult the group. 241 The men raised a bible in their hands shouted at the group, calling them "devils," and warning them that "Jesus is returning."
242 They shouted that the Candomblé followers "would burn in hell."
243
One of the men threw a rock in the direction of the group; the rock bounced off a pole and hit the young girl in the head, causing a rather serious injury. 244 The young girl recounted that she was afraid "she was going to die" and that the attack would be very difficult to forget.
245 "Every time I close my eyes I see it all happening again," she explained.
246 Her grandmother, who has been practicing Candomblé for over 30 years, reported she had never experienced such terrible persecution. 247 As of year-end 2015, the two men had not been identified. 
Religious buildings and images vandalized
In additional to the crimes perpetrated against religious individuals, vandalism of religious buildings and images is also a growing problem in Brazil. Sérgio Von Helder, a pastor of the Universal Church of the Kingdom of God, perpetrated what is perhaps Brazil's most notorious act of religious vandalism. 249 In 1995, he kicked an image of Our Lady of Aparecida on national television.
250 Von Helder's choice to kick one religious symbol might have been insignificant had it been perpetrated in private; however, because he carried out his discriminatory act on national 240 Id. 241 On a side note, I am personally acquainted with dozens of missionaries who were robbed, and sometimes beaten, during their service with me in Bahia. None of my acquaintances suggested that these violent acts were inspired by religious intolerance (although a discriminatory motivation is possible because LDS missionaries are readily identifiable as such because of their traditional missionary dress-white shirt, tie, and nametag). It is more likely these attacks were the product of mere greed. Nevertheless, I desire to note these occurrences because none of the assailants were ever identified or apprehended. This anecdote, along with the other more official accounts described in the article, demonstrates the clear failing of the Brazilian police force to protect citizens and visitors from harm. 249 The police have yet to identify any suspects. More serious religious vandalism is occurring as well. For example, in September 2015, "unknown assailants set fire to two Candomblé temples" in central Brazil. 254 One of the temples was completely destroyed by the arson. 256 While reporting on the murder of a young man, Datena suggested that such a crime could only have been perpetrated by an atheist. 257 Datena remarked: "A guy who's an atheist has no limits, and that's why we see these type of crimes occurring."
258 Datena also stated that it is because of unbelievers that "the world has gone to crap," attributing "[w]ar, plagues, starvation, and everything else" to non-believers.
259
After the program aired, the district attorney's office in São Paulo brought a civil suit against TV Bandeirantes.
260 During the trial, the prosecuting attorney asserted: "The station did a disservice to the media, as it acted in a way that encourages radical groups to persecute minorities, and may even increase intolerance and violence against atheists."
261 He further asserted that throughout the entire program "Datena associated with atheists the idea that only those who don't believe in God The judge ruled against TV Bandeirantes, explaining that "the network acted on the path of specific and targeted discrimination when ... Datena expressly stated that 'those who do not believe in God need not watch his program.'" 263 The judge also ruled that Datena's comments "were not restricted to mere criticism nor simply a manifestation of his opinion on a particular topic." 264 The penalty for the network was that it must dedicate 50 minutes of its program, "Brasil Urgente," to explaining and promoting freedom of conscious and belief. 265 The content was provided by the court, and the network was fined R$10,000 for every day that it failed to comply with the court order. The Special Secretary's words leave no doubt that the government understands it central role in promoting religious liberty and combating religious intolerance. This landmark seminar was co-sponsored by the Commission for Law and Religious Liberty of the São Paulo Chapter of the Brazilian Bar Association, demonstrating a healthy cooperation between the government and social organizations in this most important fight. 268 The following analysis expounds on both government and grassroots efforts to decrease social hostilities and religious intolerance in Brazil. 263 Id. 264 270 Thus, the 2016 Report provides convincing evidence that the federal government is aware of the current challenges and barriers to religious liberty in Brazil, and that it is intent on dedicating the resources necessary to "better identify the presence of acts of violence and religious intolerance in Brazilian society." 271 The report registered 965 violations of religious freedom in Brazil from 2011 to 2015; and, although the report contains only preliminary findings about religious intolerance and violence in Brazil, the special commission that produced the report hopes to use the information to "establish more adequate directives and strategies for the promotion of respect for religious diversity" moving forward.
272
The 2016 Report represents the latest in a series of government efforts to combat religious intolerance in Brazil. For example, in 2012, the cabinet secretary for Human Rights mobilized a committee to combat religious intolerance. 273 The committee has twenty members, five of them government representatives and the other fifteen "representatives from civil society who work in the promotion of religious diversity." 274 The committee "aims to promote the right to free exercise of religion and assist in the developing of policies that affirm religious liberty, respect for diverse religious sects, and the option of having no religion." 270 Id. at 28, apps. 1-7. 271 Id. at 8. 272 Id. at 8. 273 
Grassroots efforts
Several grassroots organizations are also working to diminish religious violence and intolerance in Brazil. In 2008, a group of practitioners of Candomblé and Umbanda (both religions of African origin) formed the Commission to Combat Religious Intolerance (CCRI). 288 The group was formed in response to drug traffickers who invaded religious buildings, destroyed religious idols and other symbols, and threatened to kill those who practiced African religions and who were unwilling to convert to Christianity. 289 Today, the group contains members from various other religious sects, including Catholics, Jews, Evangelicals, Muslims, Buddhists, and Wickens, as well as Gypsies, Atheists, and Agnostics. 290 The growing popularity of the CCRI's annual "March in Defense of Religious Liberty" is one representation of the commission's robust growth and significant support from the general public. The CCRI is engaged in numerous other efforts to combat religious intolerance. It established a Forum for Inter-religious Dialogue 294 and has petitioned the government on numerous occasions, most recently in 2015, to draft a "National Plan to Combat Religious Intolerance." 295 The government's 2016 Report On Religious Intolerance and Violence, cited throughout this article, represents the first step toward creating this national plan. 296 The CCRI also assisted the Civil Police of Rio de Janeiro in updating their database that registers complaints and violations of Law 7,716/89, which criminalizes religious intolerance, such that Rio de Janeiro's database and ability to respond to complaints now serves as a model to the rest of the country. 297 And the CCRI develops, publishes, and distributes educational materials, such as the "Guide for Fighting Against Religious Intolerance and Racism." 298 The Brazilian Association for Religious Freedom & Business (hereinafter Association) is another grassroots organization that is working hard to combat religious intolerance and promote religious liberty in Brazil. The Association operates under the belief that businesses can have a positive impact on society "by promoting an ethic of religious freedom applied to corporate culture and codes of governance." 299 On April 29, 2015, the Association co-sponsored a national "Celebration of Religious Freedom" held at Mesquita Brasil, Brazil's largest and oldest mosque. The celebration attracted "hundreds of religious, political, and business leaders, with Catholic cardinals invited to share the same podium as Pentecostals, Adventists, Mormons and Muslim leaders." 300 On September 6, 2016, the Association, together with the United Nations Global Compact Business for Peace, hosted the first ever Business, Faith, and Freedom Global Awards to recognize "the best advances and innovations by businesses in improving respect for religious freedom, interfaith understanding, and peace." In September 2015, at City Hall, the São Paulo chapter released its "Manifesto to Combat Religious Intolerance on the Internet." The document "reinforces to society the necessity of protecting social networks and the internet from persons with evil intentions ...." 303 Ivette Senise Ferreira, chapter Vice President, suggested that because social networks are replacing traditional forms of communication, there is an urgent need to regulate the established norms necessary to prevent improper conduct. In May 2016, the São Paulo chapter, together with the Special Secretariat for Human Rights, hosted an academic conference about the lay state, intolerance, and religious diversity. The main purpose of the event was to present and explain the findings of the 2016 Report on Religious Intolerance and Violence and "establish strategies for an effective confrontation of the increase in religious intolerance in the country." 304 This event, like many of the others described above, demonstrates the valuable collaboration between government and grassroots organizations in the fight against religious intolerance in Brazil.
Additional suggestions
The 2016 Report provides clear evidence that the Brazilian Federal Government is neither ignorant of nor apathetic to the increasing tally of social hostilities due to religious intolerance in Brazil. 305 Nevertheless, more can be done to eradicate religious intolerance in Brazil and increase religious liberty in the public sphere. I offer two suggestions.
First, the government must find more ways to visibly discourage religious intolerance. The Datena incident described above 306 is indicative of a much larger problem: Much of Brazil (including the news media) is either unaware or in denial of the growing problem of religious intolerance nationwide. 307 The 2016 report discusses this problem in detail, noting that " are not accurately covered."
308 When the media does cover events, they often choose to cover only national events of religious intolerance while neglecting coverage of local events. 309 Furthermore, the media often covers only the initial act of violence or intolerance instead of providing continual coverage on the topic until its resolution.
310
Networks also choose to cover international events (i.e. terrorist attacks) at the expense of domestic events. 311 This has led to a common misperception that the struggle to promote religious liberty is only relevant outside of Brazil. 312 Lastly, the sparse media coverage of religious intolerance that Brazilian networks do provide is often delivered in an unsophisticated way because the majority of Brazilian journalists "lack knowledge regarding [how to analyze and discuss] acts of religious violence and intolerance."
313 Taken together, all of these shortcomings have created a situation in which the general public does not have an accurate perception of religious intolerance in Brazil. In light of these facts, perhaps the most practical way for the government to increase awareness of religious intolerance is to encourage and support the national, state, and local networks in an effort to improve the quantity and quality of their reporting of the topic.
Second, it is absolutely imperative that the government establish a reliable system of recourse for individuals and religious organizations who have been harmed-better and more consistent enforcement of the law would serve as a reliable deterrent to religious intolerance. I see three ways in which the government can begin to work toward this goal: (1) Improve law enforcement efforts, (2) Work toward more consistent judgments, and (3) Establish judicial review. It is clear that law enforcement agencies have a lot of work to do, as is evidenced by the many failings of police organizations around the country to apprehend perpetrators of crimes of religious intolerance. 314 The legislature could pass a law to create and fund a special task force to investigate crimes of religious intolerance. Alternatively, they could pass a law requiring the various states create such special units. Furthermore, the government must find a way to root out religious persecution within the favelas, instead of ignoring the plight of the poor who have little political influence.
In order to establish a reliable system of recourse, the State must also find a way to promote consistent judgments when civil and criminal cases regarding 308 Id. at 35. 309 Id. 310 Id. 311 Id. at 36. 312 Id. 313 Id. 314 See, e.g., supra Sections 5.1-5.3; see also, supra note 248 and accompanying text. religious intolerance are brought to trial. It is a common presumption that judgments in a civil law country are more consistent because a judge is simply tasked with applying the facts to a thoroughly established body of law. Such is not the case in Brazil, in part because the judiciary is completely overwhelmed. For example, there is a backlog of approximately 100 million appellate cases nationwide. These overwhelmed judges do not always give a case the necessary attention it deserves. Another problem with the overburdened system is that it often takes years, even decades to resolve a case. 315 In 2004, the legislature took one drastic step in an effort to correct this problem, passing a constitutional amendment that established a system known as Sumula Vinculante.
316 Sumula Vinculante functions on a principal similar to stare decisis in the United States, and permits judges to issue a binding summary that constrains lower courts in their decisions. 317 Unfortunately, in accordance with Article 103-A of the amendment, only the Federal Supreme Court is permitted "to publish rules and decisions that are binding on inferior courts and public administrators."
318 Consequently, even though Sumula Vinculante has been in place for over a decade, the program is hardly functional and rarely applied. The legislature and the judiciary should work to more efficiently and thoroughly implement Sumula Vinculante.
A final step that Brazil can take to establish a reliable system for recourse for those whose rights have been violated would be to allow for judicial review. Although not the focus of this paper, it is nevertheless a fact that the government does at times enact laws that discriminate against religion in general. 319 Currently, as was noted in Section 4.1 above, the Brazilian constitution does not permit religious organizations to petition the Federal Supreme Court for judicial review of laws. 320 United States history demonstrates that, at times, it takes a ruling of the Supreme Court to vindicate religious rights, both to protect religious groups from 315 government oppression and from private persecution. Unfortunately, "it was not until the 1940s that the first powerful and inspiring modern decisions regarding religious speech and other manifestations of religion were published" by the Supreme Court of The United States. 321 Brazil should learn from the mistakes of the U.S. and empower and encourage its Federal Supreme Court to protect religious liberty. Accordingly, PEC 99/2011, the proposed constitutional amendment that would allow for judicial review, and that is stalled in the Chamber of Deputies, should be expeditiously moved forward.
Conclusion
Brazil's government is extraordinarily favorable to religious liberty and committed to protecting free exercise of religion both in private and in public. Unfortunately, these efforts at times fall short of preventing religious intolerance and social hostilities. Brazil's environment of rich ethnic diversity and "religious pluralism, achieved at great cost, should be guaranteed, in such a way that the conflicts that involve different religious groups in practices of religious intolerance must be combatted ... so that Brazil can experience ever more fully and completely respect for religious diversity." 322 Both government and grassroots organizations are working diligently to turn back the tide of religious intolerance and ensure that Brazil is an example to the world not only in terms of minimal government restrictions of religion, but, also in terms of minimal social hostilities toward religion. I have suggested a few other steps the government might take to expedite this process. No doubt there are many other options that have escaped my mind. Most important is that Brazil continues to diligently promote religious liberty and freedom for all.
